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7. New conclusions:
- Firstly, the concept of working class moves in a way from abstract to
concrete. Hired labor, the most popular and abstract attribute, is the distinct
nature of the working class, at the same time, is dialectical abstraction because it
is the unity of three aspects: is deprived of the materials of production,
organized and managed in production, exploited of the surplus value. Hired
labor has a contradiction with its other, that of human relations. This
contradiction appeared to be the conflict between the working class and the
bourgeoisie. The contradictory nature of hired labor dictates the historic mission
and all subsequent movements of the working class. From the abstract nature,
through movement and development, the working class appeared into a whole
set of attributes and properties. The concept of working class becomes concrete.
- Secondly, the concept of working class has extension that is increasingly
expanded, due to the appearance of new forms of workers; has a more and more
complete content, because when a new worker object is born, it appears with
new attributes; has deeper and deeper catalepsy, due to its higher and higher
level of generality because it unifies all new content, which has just emerged.
- Thirdly, in the interaction between concepts, due to the development of
the concept of the working class, the system of concepts in scientific socialism is
constantly changing from abstract to concrete, in which there is the addition of
new concepts. The nature of the working class is reflected in the concept defines
the nature, nature and content of the communist party, proletarian revolution,
proletarian state, class coalition,...
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